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Abstract

Research so far in the field of political philosophy and moral philosophy and experience dealing with Albanian post communist transition period, leading to the potential of these theses to be argued.

European integration as an objective process size world as and globalization are two parallels, which are moving in time of crisis of philosophical though. The end of the Cold War, the decline of the Berlin Wall, in 10-year-old the last century, Islamic fundamentalism, especially after the events of 9 September 2001 in America, are the objective processes that have led the world toward a new order. Even in the second decade of the XXI century, this development is not only objective but also irresistible advance and the most faster. In this time are present many subjective phenomena, like multiculturalism and Christianity xenophobia. These are only some of the objective and subjective circumstances that determined a new philosophical though.

Aristotelian philosophy was transformed into a postmodernism and is serving as a strong basis for a new philosophy. Postmodernism more and more will emerge us as a modern Aristotle’s. Aristotle’s philosophical thought can communicate quite well with Kantian universalism and transcendence Kantian right path of truth and not even stop to existentialism or to analytic philosophy (2).

The process of European integration proves that philosophy is already exceeded critical and critical and philosophical thought that post have paved the way critical of a new thought, reflective.

We think that it opened the way towards a new philosophy: reflective philosophy. This philosophy will be the product of integration of all philosophical thought from antiquity: from ancient Greek philosophy, to medieval Aristotle or Thomism philosophy, to the modern philosophy down to us, the post modern philosophy.

The new philosophy is reflective will try to interpret the old truth, or historical truth not by a wide critical to the antagonist, but in a competitive value and competitive alternatives. In reflective philosophy appreciates and prevailed the product (outcome) and not only the process. So the truth according to this philosophy will be the integrated truth. Dialect of philosophical idea in this philosophy, is not a critical dialectic as a
result of facing the negative dialectic to that positive. But it is a process that evaluated the validity of product development.

I. European integration of Albania is part organic and natural processes, beyond the objective of the Albanian and needs to be based on reflective philosophy. Unlike other European countries especially Eastern European ones, that philosophy in Albania, out of a waste. During the totalitarian regime of the second half of the twentieth century, but even further, Albania had a vacancy, almost absolute in a philosophical opinion. During the totalitarian regime in Albania, there was no philosophical truth, was crucified and is denying the true religion, true science is accepted as a true objective. This phenomenon had occurred in Eastern European countries in which, as well as in Albania, Marxist ideology.

Reflective philosophy is not a reactive mindset. During the last century people were accustomed to a philosophy which argued as true contradiction. In Albania and the former communist countries of Eastern Europe had consolidated this philosophy Marxism. Marxism had become a philosophy and an official ideology ruling. After the collapse of communism fell this philosophy. During the post communist transition was necessary for the comparison of positive alternatives to the progress and the struggle between the negative and positives received a new content. There was and is no longer a need to compare two antagonisms. The old died and is started a new natural progress. So the end of the old philosophy was the end of idealistic utopia and early materialist era. On the crisis of thought of the nineteenth century, Hegel began his philosophy with the idea. But for the same reason, namely, the emergence of the crisis of thought, Bergsoni found the discovery of the truth by means of intuition. But even more deepened the crisis of philosophical thought with Marx. The latter began the philosophical thought of matter, and while the idea touted as a force materials. None of these philosophy of nineteenth-century did not provide a complete solution to the crisis of thought. It is known Hegelian idea that rejects the reflective philosophy. Hegelian objection had underlying his speculative philosophy. According to Hegel the reflective philosophy can not encompass all the elements that includes speculative philosophy. However this Hegelian objection is not a very big risk on our path toward to the reflective philosophy. Even Hegel himself has made only “reflective attack” against the reflective philosophy. Because, according to Hegel also appears that “the distinction between reflective philosophy and reflective philosophy is distinction so dear to existentialists, the distinction between what is authentic and what is authentic between eigentlich and uneigentlich”(1)... Well, we can mentioned that the contempt for reflective philosophy is only side of Hegel’s attitude. But the progress of philosophical though during the xx century argumentum that the reflective philosophy is passing the natural communication or natural relations between e.
The existentialism truth on being “I am” in our epoch is with the new quality and the new quantity dimension. “I’m Greek” or “I am Albanian” and “I’m Italian” now in the era of open society operate quite differently. Now the dimension is beyond the “I am”. It is an entirely social dimension. Individual beings has become so much that social boundary between them is inexistent. In the era of integration are being diminished national borders and “I am Albanian” is heading in the direction of “I am European” and for more “I am world citizen”. This new content is for each individual beings regardless of national identity, or any other kind of identity. In case of Albania, “I am an Albanian” is connected with “I am a Balkan”.

Europe has been identified with the West. This current is not sufficient for parallel east west is a new parallel and changed qualitatively.

“Here we can return to Fukuyama’s semi-ideological claim that the victory of ‘liberalism’ will end the human history of cultural and ideological conflicts. Fukuyama thought that it would be replaced by pragmatic calculations and technical problem solving within the paradigm of the ‘universal homogenous liberal democratic state’. Kantian formal universality, utilized and reworked by liberals such as Rawls, reduces liberal democracy to Fukuyama’s impoverished conception of the political. If rationality is only formal, and the only normative principle of modern liberal democracy is the autonomous individual with his/her ‘universal’ rights, then liberal modernity can indeed be seen as an ever expanding homogenous and uniform social condition dominated not by ideas”(3).

Reflective philosophy is the philosophy which reveals the philosophical truth in the natural report between material and idea. In this philosophy the materials measure and the ideal ratio is a natural measure. That mean the precisely of this measure forces us to go back on Aristotle golden. Reflective philosophy, will be the next political philosophy and the moral philosophy. This philosophy will make a reconsideration of law, political pluralism, as well as all the principles of rule of law.

Notes and references:
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II. The idea of Albanians on Europe and European thought. Albanians have had their idea on Europe since their geneses, but they do not have not yet a European thought.

Albanians have been and have the idea of Europe since their genesis. Also the thinking of Albanians has produced and continues to reproduce European idea of size of each nation Western Europeans. The European ideas of Albanians have not been, nor are still, a genuine European thought. Ideas of Albanians took to the stage of a national ideology, therefore the level of a modern European system, at the time of the Albanian Renaissance (1830-1912). In the field of political philosophy, these ideas tended to be European governance system under the advanced western European models long the period 1912-1945. European ideas of Albanians overcame the stand-by-n of the years 1945-1990, and begin to reborn on the verge of xxi century, after the collapse of socialist system in this country. The transition period in the post-communist Albania means it is also the period of transformation of the European ideas of Albanians into modern European thought. It is the phase of transformation in the philosophical ideas of Albanians into a sort of European philosophy. This treatise is going to cover for two theses: The integration is at first an intellectual realization (thinking). So the European integration of Albania has gone though a process of implementation (done), to argue whether the “thinking” of Albanians is a European view. Secondly this thesis will serve not only me but also others, as one of the initial ideas to be settled and developed the Philosophy of Albanology. I acknowledge that this might lead to a meta- theory of this discipline.

III. European Identity of Albanians

What is known in Albania as an “Albanian identity”, as a set of values and cultural properties does have much in common with what is perceived and acknowledged as “The European identity”. Religion and identity in Albanians will be discussed further in this framework

In Albania are three religions with their respective their religious institutions: the Catholic religion, the Orthodox religion and Islam religion. The Islam belief is a faith for most of the Albanian people, at least since the xviii century. We can prove that this historical and current reality, hasn’t been and aren’t may be an argument that undermines the Western Europeans of the Albanian identity. European identity of Albanians is one of the factors accelerator integration into social, cultural and Christian environment European like is written in the Constitution of the European Union. The basis of our argument in this case will be the idea that religion or religious belief is not part of the Albanian identity. We start our reasoning from values. Integration is the process of walking towards the European values. And while, trust is a universal quality of human Being.
IV. The Identity and the flexibility and adaptability of the Albanians

The absence of political identity is one of the hypotheses in this research. This theoretical thesis is confirmed by reference to the Albanian political life of post communist transition time. Lack of political identity is visible to the Albanian individual. A part of the people do not want to have a political setting, especially when this setting is related to party affiliation. During these 20 years, in Albania, there has never been neither a truly right-wing nor a left-wing political power. The socialist party of Albania (SPA) has not been implemented and there is any serious governance program with the left profile. Although the Democratic Party of Albania (DPA), which has occupied the main spectrum of right political, never has anyone the right profile. This governance experience of Albania is not supported in the political philosophy named “across the left and the right”. The Albanian phenomena is the pragmatism adoption. The political adaptation phenomenon was characteristic of the Albanian political after 90 years of the twentieth century. The Socialist Party of Albania (SPA), that was and is the largest political force. The Albanian representative of the left is adapted from former Labor Party or the Communist Party of Albania (CPA). Democratic Party of Albania (DPA), that was first established as the strength of opposition to the overthrow of communism was in its composition and leadership of a large number of communists, who were adapted into the anticommunist. So in post-communist time, the political life of Albania is facing two basic concepts: political identity and political adaptation. Put into effect in front of these two concepts is the indicator of severity of the Albanian political battle. From the anthropological, psychological and moral approach, the adaptation produces more severe clashes than the person with the identity. The adoptee suffers from the lack of complex of identity. The level of presence of identity and the process of adaptation determines the extent of the political credibility. The level of political battle in certain moments, especially in the first decade of post communist, went up to the threshold of a civil war. This and other similar situations, have increased the need for military intervention factors and factors in European diplomatic solutions to internal issues of Albanian politics.

V. Albanian pantheism and Albanian paganism

One of theses of the dissertation is: The philosophy of Albanology is a pantheist philosophy. This philosophy is expressed in Albanian culture and Albanian thought. Albanian culture is a pantheist culture. This means that knowledge of the Albanians for the world is based on natural knowledge. Albanian beliefs, therefore, their religion are based on natural phenomena. Morals, customs and traditions of Albanians, as and the Albanians social education are in a direct connection with nature. The same relationship with nature has also Albanian art since its creation. So all Albanians spiritual creativity is based in nature. This creativity is more before than the early Christian religion. Islam is very late compared with the Albanians spiritual creativity.
The spiritual creation of the Albanians is not related to Judaism, or even the Holy Land.

Our conclusion is that the entire Albanian opinion is a genuine thought pantheistic. The essence of the religion of Albanians is pantheism.

VI. The Historical Delay of Albanian

Historical delay of Albanians is their relationship with space and time with the movement. Albanian beings since the beginning of her existence has established relationships with such objective categories, and resulted in delayed movement. Set the delay is the historical product of Albanian comparison with the product of other European nations. Albanian historic delay is not equal to the backlog. Albanians have a natural progress as well as all other European nations. Backwardness in the Albanian case relates only to historical time and is not connected with the objective time. So Albanian delay is a subjective phenomenon, while Albanian progress is movement permanent objective.

VII. Integration means Europeanization

Europeanization and integration in the Albanian case is a single process. The unification of these two concepts is not a pragmatist syllogism. This unification is a process of development. Albania, unlike all East European former communist countries, during the second half of the twentieth century, the country was isolated from Western Europe. After the collapse of communism, after the collapse of the Berlin wall, for all other peoples of East Europe, their integration into “Jean Monnet Europe”, was a communication or a competition between integration and globalization. While the Albanian case the integration is presented as an integration in confrontation with the globalization. For the Albanians, the age of defiant isolation for more half of century is a great distance from process of globalization. So Albanians were placed in front globalization as solitary beings, which had just emerged from an anti natural isolation. When we compare the perceptions of Integration between peoples of Albania and the others peoples in East Europe we can see that this process in Albanians takes this form: The people of other European countries have a level of their walking towards globalization, while the Albanians have to realize two processes simultaneously, both their integration and globalization. And the only way to achieve this mission is possible through the Europeanization of Albania. This thesis will be covered and checked searching historical arguments in the Albanian reality and current developments in this country. Albanian Communism, at least, from 60 years of the twentieth century, had accepted the challenge for people “better to eat grass” than to receive economic aid from capitalist Western European. The highlight was the time (60 years), when the western capitalist countries and eastern countries were accepting the revisionist
challenge of globalization. Precisely at this time the Albanians were being isolated in an area of 28,000 square km and sacrificed themselves.

VIII. “The state of revolted right”

“The state of revolted right,” and, ”militant democracy,” are two concepts according to me, that define the core of the Albanian state of post-communist transition period. The country emerged from the state rate of class hatred and attempt to go to the level of rule of law (in state law). Albanian State transition occurs as a right that operates between hatred and law, between hate and humanity, between oppression and governments in the name of law, between the lack of freedom and its abuse among human rights violation, between militant and merit, between political loyalty and legal independence, between violence and law enforcement, between law and politics, between morals and anti moral, between deceit and truth, between informality and formality. Analysis and argument of this thesis will be the focus of Albanian institutions in transition time. In the case of Albania democracy is not a institutional democracy. Democracy does not seem to be working. It is much more like a “hybrid” system.

In conclusion of this argument also appears a mirror forms of economic and social order, the Albanian state and the Albanian law, since its creation in 1912 until today:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Historical timeline</th>
<th>Stages of Albanian state</th>
<th>The law and customary law (the right)</th>
<th>The economic and social order of Albania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1912 - 1920</td>
<td>Declaration of Independence of Albania after five centuries of ottoman occupation. The birth of independent state of Albania. The first Constitution of Albania (1914) Constitutional principality under the hereditary sovereign and guaranteeing of the six major Western Powers (1914): (Austria, Italy, France, Great Britannia, USA, Germany)</td>
<td>Naïve regulations, and hybrids between customary law and legal rights. Anarchy and political chaos between the of customary Law (Canon of Leke Dukagjini)</td>
<td>There are the highlighted the feudal relations rule. Over 90% of the population lives in villages. The agriculture is backwardness. 95% of the population was illiterate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1920 -</td>
<td>The early times of Albanian state. Hybrid forms of governance as a product from connection the democracy with dictatorship governance as a Parliamentary monarchy of Albania (Lushnje Congress 1920) Republic of Albania (1925-1928) Kingdom of Albania (1928-1939)</td>
<td>The Right was between the hybrid model of western democracy and local customary law, with full feudal and oriental hue. Adaptation of some European legal codes: Code of Trade, Code of Family, The penal Code. The political pluralism was in the childhood level and full with political revenge.</td>
<td>Manufacturing, craft and goods market in medieval towns. Capitalism is fragile. The introduction of commercial producers and the Italian capital. A small class of workers, peasants and backward classes. Create the elite of intelligence which was educated in Europe. 90% of the population are illiterate. A trend for imitation of the western cultural life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1939)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1939 - 1945</td>
<td>Italian and German occupation. The provisional government and the collaborationists government Abolition of the Constitution and personal Union with Italy and viceroy. “Upper Fascist Corporate Council” (1939-1943) German invasion and, “National Assembly” (1943-1944). Organization of the bases of power for the Communists by the model of the Bolsheviks</td>
<td>The Right is the model, where people struggling for the liberation of its own. Strengthening customary law and the “law of war” Terror in conditions of war. There are present the red terror and white terror (Nazism and Bolshevik model of state and law)</td>
<td>The Destruction of the economy by the occupation and the WW II. The Albania is Member of the Coalition Antifascist: (UK, U.S., USSR). The Creation of Communist Party. National liberation struggle and civil war items. The division into two political camps: the communists (the left party) and the nationalists and National Front (the right politic party), respectively support by the USSR and Anglo Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1945 - 1990</td>
<td>People’s democracy that is derived from orthodox communism. Communist Dictatorship of proletariat and its <strong>four functions</strong>: oppressed or overthrow by violence the bourgeois, construction the new order, education, and protection from enemy. The communist party is the only force that government. The state and the party is the same. The fist Secretary of Communist Party is the President of Republic of Albania. The high Lawmaking organ is Politic Bureau of Party. The member of parliament is a militant of party. This is the model of Albanian totalitarianism. This totalitarianism is an model of political mafia in Albania.</td>
<td>The political right ore the communist party right is a single dominant ideology. The Constitution of the Socialist People’s Republic of Albania(SPRA) (1945). Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Albania (SRA) (1976) destruction of the common law. The policy of Party is dominant over the right. The pluralism is penalty. The religious belief is penalty.</td>
<td>The disappearance of the private ownership of state assets and the creation of state production and co operative production. Up to 1961 there is the small private property, state property and co operative property. After this time has itself a type of property: common property: state property in the city and co operative property or property of group in the village. Disappear with violence the feudal class and bourgeoisie class and created the new classes workers working in state enterprise class and peasant co operative working in agricultural cooperatives. Intelligence layer has emerged from these two classes. Cultural Revolution-style Russian and China. The slogan was; “to construct the socialism only our forces. It is sanctioned in the Constitution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IX. Philosophy of Albanian Totalitarianism. Orthodox Marxism in Albania. Albanian totalitarian democracy. The totalitarianism of Albania is the model of political mafia.

The people’s democracy in Albania was derived from orthodox communism regime. Communist Party of Albania (Albanian Party of Labor) (APL) had not been a Marxist Leninist party and its leader Enver Hoxha, was neither a genuine Marxist militant, as a Marxist Leninist leader, as he had considered himself, the less an ideologist of Marxism. This thesis is related with Albanian anti communism. This hasn’t been an anti communism in the level of west European. Having launched the political argument in this space we will extend it in the model the Albanian society, that was built during the communist rule. The Albanian communist model wasn’t a model of Marxist communism. This model was the Stalinist model. All the arguments of this thesis are an integral part of the arguments for the period of transition and post communist Albanian integration process of Albania in Europe.

The model of governance during the communist regime of Albania is a model of totalitarianism political mafia. This label is my political and philosophical conclusions which is insert by the induction method, beginning from the political experience, economic model and moral Hoxha governance and Albania as the model of The Political Bureau of the Labor Party of Albania (PLA) in the 1945-1990, time frame. We have launched our argument for this conclusion from two premises, which are two sufficient real arguments. (1) Isolation of Albania, with All its dimensions was first requirement to honor a government mafia. Isolation was indispensable condition for the establishment of a political coup mafia type, of a social tribal group, (clannish group), where all are checked for every word and all are in solidarity for the penalty are by their chairman (capo). (2) Class struggle was a necessary condition to establish the pattern and mafia structures to make it effective in daily life.

This two premises and this two arguments are researching not only in field of philosophy of polity. This component in our researching are philosophical understanding. The isolation is a philosophical category because it connected with relation of being with space and with time. In political Philosophy this category is in communication with the geographical determination in the polity.

The Class struggle in the philosophical vision is a relation of social being with the human being, in the form of individual; it is the struggle for existence. This analyses should will go to the our communication the social Darwinism philosophy.

In my research argued three distinctive features of Albanian totalitarianism by compared it with three variant of the authoritarian state: integral statism or state socialism,
fascism, and reformism. (1) The Albanian totalitarianism is a feudal totalitarianism and absolutism antireform state. (2) This totalitarianism is a murderous state which was based over social class violent dislike or over the theory of class struggle. (3) The Albanian totalitarianism was a provincial state absolutely isolation from the others states. Albania during the socialism totalitarianism rule was a great prison for the people.

One the focus of research is the space between politics and morality of Albanians at the time of post totalitarianism. You can call: “Albanian politics and morality of Albania during the time of transition,, Lack of divisional boundaries and the bridges of communication between the Albanian politics and the their moral, lack of morality and lack the moral principles and political principles has become a natural process, not only for politicians conduct but for most people. Moral categories and political categories are motivated by the primitive hedonism. Uncontrollable desire for profit has become a political principle and moral behavior. The absence of mass political behavior and moral or disability to find the golden Aristotelian average. A policy based on the vulgar sophism which are deformed by an original behavior of Albanians, so that the word is related to inflation. Lack of the Kantian categorical imperative and the application of moral oriental principles. The product of this time of transition has been the transformation of moral anti values in moral values. Time after time began to become moral value, the lie, the informality, and corruption. In the case of Albania during the transition all crises that have accompanied the progress, have been as primary moral crisis. Also the poverty which is associated with the economic crisis has the first cause the moral crisis. In 1997, Albanian society suffered a collapse due to a giant financial crisis (the pyramid financial crisis), which has primary cause the lies and some other moral anti values. Even political institutional crisis has been the main cause moral crisis. Argument of this thesis is based on the perception of the Albanian reality. In the field of the politics the crises of moral in Albania is connected with the disbeliefs. They are regarded with incredulity in every action between them. And I mean that all the crisis of Albanians are “the crisis if disbelief”

XI. The dialectic of transition of Albanians
Albanian transition is the dissolution of totalitarianism society, is a process of formation the new model of society by the standard of Western capitalist societies and the integration of society. The process runs in three phases. In the Albanian case these phases are: (1). The disintegration of the former totalitarian society and destruction the real socialist order (2). Making or building the new society and the free democratic order Albanian. (3). Performing (achieving results) to understand that Albania is part of Europe. Theoretical argument of this thesis is based on the idea
of Hegelian dialectic and Kantian criticism. The practical argument is social reality, economic and political reality Albanian post-communist period: after 90 years of the twentieth century and up to our days. Albanian practical experience demonstrating that the level of development today is the second level. So Albanian society and state at the time of today are in the process of making, or in the construction phase.

Key Words

The reflective philosophy. This philosophy is the new philosophy of integration and globalization. It will be the product of integration of all philosophical thought from antiquity: from ancient Greek philosophy, to medieval Aristotle or Thomism philosophy, to the modern philosophy from Decartism to Spinoism and Kantianism from Hegel to Bergsonism and existentialism and down to us, the post modern philosophy.

“The State of revolted right”: this concept is insert from the researching in reality of Albania during the time of transition. The most legal actions are inspirations by the negative emotions.

“European thought” is identical with the European philosophy. In case of Albania we have confessed that the Albanians have European ideas but not yet the European thought.

Adaption: make suitable or modify for new conditions. We have connected this concept with identity of Albanians. Adaption is a Albanian reality and a Albanian process

Integration and Europeanization: the two concepts in this research have the same understanding. This two concepts named all Albanians processes after collapse of communism system.

Hybrid Democracy: This is the model democracy during the transition time of Albania. It is a form between the tyranny and anarchy. This democracy is out of principle “Check and balance”. In this case the institutions are out of democratic functions. And the other name is “Non functional Democracy” The hybrid democracy is an injustice government.

Totalitarianism or one- party form of government requiring complete subservience to the state. In case of Albania this term is connected with “The party is the State”. This is the first our vision. And the second is: Researching in the social field and in the economic field we can concluded that, the order socialist of Albania during the 50 years (1945-1990) have been more the feudal order that a communist order.

Totalitarianism in Albania named “the dictatorship of proletariat”. This model of governance woos the model of political mafia
Anticommunism: We are referring the politic reality of Albania during 70 years of 20th century, when the dictator E Hoxha written dawn the book “Euro communism is anti communism”.

Red terror and white terror: the two concepts are from Leninist literature. In the case of Albania we will use the concept “State terror”. One of the four functions of dictatorship of proletariat of Albania, even the first of them, is overthrow the bourgeois class by the state violence. This is the “State terror”
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